4 de Mayo de 2015

The project Solar Plant CEME1 has joined in the System of Evaluation of Environmental Impact

The company CEME1 SpA, has joined today in the Environmental Assessment Service (SEA) of Antofagasta Region with the project “Planta Solar CEME1”.

CEME1 SpA is a Joint Venture between Hispanic American Enerstar and the Chilean investor group Nogaleda. Enerstar is an internationally recognized company for their experience in the Thermosolar Power plant development. Nogaleda is an important Chilean group of investors with experience in several industries.

The project, placed in the Antofagasta Region, Tocopilla province, borough of María Elena, consists in a Thermosolar central of parabolic cylinder technology of 70 MWe and storage with salts, overall with a photovoltaic central with similar energy power.

Both central will share common infrastructures, promoting better management of Thermosolar unit.

Is planned that the electric energy produced, which will exceed 650 GWh/year, will be evacuated through an electric transmission line with a length of 10Km aprox, connected to the Electric Subestation of Miraje.